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It’s 2017.  2016! What a year! 
What a turning in our country in an evening. 
 
Let’s get a biblical perspective for a new year. 
 
A pastor’s job is to open the Bible and search out the light, but sometimes you use the Bible to search out the darkness, 
so we can be like the sons of Issachar “who understood the times with the knowledge of what Israel should do.”  Let’s 
understand the times. 
 
In the prophet Ezekiel, God spoke to Israel during their worst case scenario, their exile to Babylon. 
 
Ezekiel 33:10-11 “Now as for you, son of man, say to the house of Israel, ‘Thus you have spoken, saying, “Surely our 
transgressions and our sins are upon us, and we are rotting away in them; how shall we then live?”’  Say to them, ‘As I 
live!’ declares the Lord God, ‘I take no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that the wicked turn from his way 
and live. Turn back, turn back from your evil ways! Why then will you die, O house of Israel?’” 
 
The meaning?  Our country is dying.  How shall we live or survive?  The answer?  “Go back to the faith that established 
you.” 
 
Many of us remember a classic book from the late 70’s by Francis Schaeffer that focused on this verse.  Schaeffer’s 
chronicle of the collapse of Western culture was entitled How Shall We Then Live?   
 
Because Israel’s cry is timeless.  Sin brings national “rotting away” to any nation at any time.  A former great nation can 
become a carcass through sin.  Solomon observed in his day, “Righteousness exalts a nation but sin is a reproach to any 
people.” 
 
Francis Schaeffer used as an illustration the Roman humpbacked bridges that were built over streams.  They were 
adequate, he said, for the traffic of that day but not for modern man.  They could not bear the weight of an18-wheeler.  
So human philosophy and human religion can be a temporary fix but it will not survive the weightier questions, one of 
which is the absolute standard for moral law. 
 
The only culture that can survive life’s demands is the one founded upon the true God…The God of Israel…of the Bible.  
The God who is Trinity: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  The God, infinite and personal. 
 
The One who created the universe with unity and diversity, as He is Trinity. 
The Creator of man with personhood, as He is personal as Trinity. 
The One who created societal order as He is authority and submission with Himself as Trinity. 
 
Without that God and His revelation to man, the Bible, without His structure and His foundation, all countries shall “rot 
away in their sins.” 
 
The historian Will Durant observed that all cultures begin Stoic and end Epicurean. Meaning that civilizations begin with 
moral duty and end with unfettered freedom.  Sin destroys.  
 
Another historian has pointed out the 6-fold cycle of cultures. 
From slavery, to religious faith, to freedom and the establishment of justice, then to great prosperity, then to 
forgetfulness, sloth and corruption, and then to destruction and slavery.  Sin destroys. 
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And we are watching this first hand in our country.  Let me show you. 
America has had 3 periods of history. 
 
a Colonial period   
1650 to 1787    
Worldview: Calvinist Reformed  
Focus: God 
    
a National period   
1787 to 1900    
Worldview: Arminian    
Focus: God and Man  
   
a Modern period 
the 20th century 
Worldview: “Secularism,” the separation of God from society 
Focus: Man; replacing God 
 
We did not heed the final words of George Washington upon his retirement.  “Beware of Europe,” as Washington 
observed that Europe’s slide had begun in his day. 
 
From early in our nation’s history, European Enlightenment ideas began to cross the Atlantic to our universities, 
seminaries, churches, artists and authors.  Three national revivals slowed the effects of secular humanism, but by the 
late 1800s philosophy, science and human reason began to replace the Bible.  Our road to darkness had begun… 
 
But the first half of the 20th century saw hardship; a hardship that slowed the progress of our defection from Christianity.  
WWI, WWII, the Depression and the Dust Bowl.  And because of these things there arose religious faith in contrast to 
Europe’s apostasy. 
 
But after WWII a great affluence emerged, as well as the first generation of Americans born completely amidst 
secularism.  “The Boomers,” of which I am one.  Affluence and ignorance are a bad combination. 
 
But they had- we had- many valid concerns about the condition of modern man. 
Nukes, overkill, racism, Jim Crow, segregation, the non-compassionate use of accumulated wealth, poverty.  But we 
didn’t “go back.”  We “went on” and abandoned the foundations of Western civilization, foremost the God of the Bible, 
and looked to the East, to the mystical and irrational.  Many of us remember the 60’s fascination with Transcendental 
Meditation, reincarnation, and Pantheism. 
 
But the 60s failed.  We had questions but no answers.  And it brought the residue of the 70s.  The hair, the music, the 
clothes, the freedom, but no answers.  Our optimism and sense of revolution fizzled away into drugs, STDs, perversion, 
and apathy. 
 
Remember the movie “Field of Dreams?”  That was the 70s.  Three burned out hippies finally finding meaning in “what’s 
always been there- baseball” in a corn field in Iowa.  And there you entered into eternal life. 
 
So in ’68 we abandoned the Democrats, and LBJ and Vietnam, and elected Nixon, Eisenhower’s VP, in a return to order.  
But we got Viet Nam’s escalation and Watergate.  It got worse… 
 
So we flipped back to Jimmy Carter and the Democrats… but the Iran hostage situation broke out and the rebirth of 
Islamic extremism and Russia’s invasion of Afghanistan.  We wanted muscle again. 
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So we flipped back to the Republicans for 12 years.  To Reagan and then Bush.  Reagan developed “Star Wars” and we 
brought down The Wall, but there came Saddam, Kuwait and Desert Storm. 
 
Then … we were weary of war so we flipped back to the Democrats again for 8 more years.  To Bill and Hillary, former 
hippies, just to work on America, but got scandal, lying and perversion, and almost impeached him. 
 
So we flipped again to the Republicans and George W but 9/11 and Iraq hit.  We wearied of war again. 
 
And flipped to another liberal democrat for 8 years, Obama, who moved the liberal boundary further to the left than any 
Democrat previous.  And then we faced the mother of all liberalism in Hillary, his possible successor.  
 
The problem with a pendulum is that it swings lower and lower with each swing.  
 
So by 2016 we faced the redefinition of traditional marriage, and the redefinition of gender, as gender now became a 
choice.  Traditional Christian liberty was removed and forbidden.  A new term, LGBTQ, took over traditional morality by 
3% of the population!  And our daughters were no longer safe in their restrooms.  Liberalism was no longer theoretical, 
political, and economic.  It was up close and personal and threatening. 
 
And 1.2 million babies continued to die every year, stopping just short of partial birth abortion.   
 
By 2016, we seemed to have gone mad. 
 
Politics had now eaten into the viscera of the moral and the immoral.  But politics was no longer welfare, nukes and 
global warming.  But rather is there or is there not truth?  God?  Right and wrong?  And in 2016 we stared into an abyss.   
 
Lines in the sand were drawn. 
Worldviews had boiled up to the surface.  We faced the Valley of Decision. 
Do we “go back” to truth?  Or onward to… we don’t know.   
For none have ever gone there before and lived.  And we prayed. 
 
And in November, the pendulum swung again, to the right… a hard right. 
Donald Trump… “America spoke on a stunning, stunning night.” 
 
Did it divide our nation?  No.  The divide was there.  But this election made us square off.  It sounded a trumpet.  We 
chose sides.  It polarized the issues.  For some it was the intervention of God.  An answer to prayer.  “Deliver us from 
evil.”  For others?  A return to the Dark Ages. 
 
The election exposed the divide.  A theological one.  A divide growing since the early 1900s.  New York and California, 
the media and Hollywood said, “let’s move on.”  Middle America said, “let’s go back.” 
 
Do you remember what I said in October? “On November 9th, half of our country will be elated and half will be enraged.”  
Politics is now Holy War. 
 
But as we are speaking, an amazing thing is occurring!  The humpback bridge of secularism is collapsing.  As it has always 
invariably collapsed. 
 
But we are watching the collapse on national TV.  Liberalism is taking a beating.   
We watched the disconsolation of the mainstream media on November 8.  We discovered the media is very biased. 
We watched the national liberal tantrum on November 9. 
We watched Trump voters being beaten. 
We are watching Obama doing all he can to trash the house before being evicted. 
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We heard excuses…  “Recount! Russia! FBI’s timing, Fox News, the Electoral College!”  “Change the Constitution and get 
rid of the electoral college.” Meaning, “Remove it and let California and New York run things.” 

We heard Hollywood’s PSA appeals for electors to change their vote. 
Then threaten their lives if they didn’t. 
 
We watched… our tolerant universities steeped in modernism lower the flag, burn the flag and declare their refusal to 
recognize the constitutionally elected candidate. 
The cast of “Hamilton” embarrassing a nation, booing the Vice President Elect. 
We watched a gay couple on a flight harangue the President Elect’s daughter before her children. 
Marches of protest over the duly elected President. 
 
We are watching the implosion of the left, brought about from years of the burden of its rejection of final truth, 
traditional marriage, historic Christian morality, the dignity of human life.  And we are seeing the revolt of Middle 
America against the amoral direction of this country.  And the realization that through the media and movies, NY and 
California make all the noise, that’s all it is.  And mainstream America may appear silent, but they can take over the 
country in two hours. 
 
The crumbling of this rotting pillar is what I sense, and I am one of those silent Middle Americans.  I’m not on 
government subsidy and not of Hollywood, the media or academia.  But of those of whom George Bailey bespoke as, 
“those who do most of the living and dying in this country.”  Those who have not “moved on.”  Who believe in God, the 
Bible, the traditional family, right and wrong, the moral and sin, the natural and unnatural.  Part of the 97% of the nation 
who are not gay, who are married to someone with whom they can produce children. Those who don’t want their 
daughter’s privacy invaded by a boy who feels he’s a girl… today.  And we are of those who are embarrassed at the loss 
of common decency. 
 
I was getting a haircut one day in a barbershop whose wall was lined with those of my age and station, and a fellow 
walked in.  Someone said, “Who you rootin’ for today?”  He never looked up.  “I’m done with sports.”  No one asked for 
an explanation.  No one challenged.  We all had seen athletes who would not stand at the National Anthem.  We were 
all disgusted.  “I’m done with sports.” 
 
A Middle American said, “I’ve had it.”  That was November 8. 
 
We have a moral, theological, philosophic chasm in our country.  But maybe our greatest chance to bring lasting reform.  
To stop the slide.  Three things we know for certain, we are rotting in our sins, and we have lost faith in liberalism, or 
“man,” and we have recovered confidence in conservative power.  These three are an explosive combination when they 
come together. 
 
So… “How shall we then live?”  We, the Christians, in a rotting culture. 
 
By a Christian Manifesto.  A 95 Theses. By a Wittenburg door. 
By saying, as God said to the waves, “Hither ye shall proceed and no further.” 
To say, like Daniel, I will not eat the king’s choice food. 

Nor cease to pray. 
Nor will I bow to the image. 
Nor turn in the spies though commanded as was Rahab. 
Nor kill the Hebrew babies, as was commanded the midwives. 

 
This is our Manifesto.  Hills we die on. 
They are 10. 

1. A self-evident creator: Infinite and personal, who is Trinity. 
2. Man unique in God’s image.  No matter their gender, status, age, race, usefulness, or whether in the womb. 
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3. The Bible…inerrant…as God’s self revelation.  Moral absolutes for man’s good. 
4. Christ- God and man.  Dying as man’s substitutionary punishment; reigning; returning 
5. The rebirth…the only way of true lasting change. 
6. The Church- us- the sentries of our civilization.  Light and salt.  The gate keepers.  Priests and kings. 
7. The divine institution of marriage: given to man and woman, male and female.  Created different for each other 

and for the reproduction of life. And sexual union: for the intimacy of those alone in marital covenant.  Not 
fornication, adultery, or sodomy. 

8. The dignity of the unborn, in the image of God from conception. 
9. The free market of economic possibility and responsibility- to make money or to be lazy and starve.  Both are 

man’s freedoms.  And along with that, we believe in the compassionate use of accumulated wealth. 
10. The religious freedom to speak of Christ, practice His commands, and refuse what is contrary to our faith.  To 

dissent without censure. 
 
The early church saw the Roman Empire’s collapse in the 5th century.  When it fell, the church stepped in and preserved 
society.    
 
But… The Middle Ages saw the corruption of the Bible in Medieval Catholicism.  As it lost all credibility, the Reformation 
stepped in and said “ad fonte,” “back to the source,” and the Reformers returned to Sola Scriptura.  Twice the Church 
saved Europe, in the 5th and 16th centuries.  The third time the Church saved it was with America, as America preserved 
reformed Christianity as the Enlightenment began to darken Europe.  When European Christian culture collapsed in the 
20th century America, a still Christian nation stepped in twice more in World Wars I and II to save it again. 
 
The Enlightenment, “the beginnings of modern paganism,” that produced the secular humanism is collapsing around us.  
Now, who will step in?  Where are the faithful? 
 
After World War II Douglas MacArthur requested 10,000 missionaries to come to Japan because he saw that Japan had 
lost more than a war.  They had lost their religion.  Ancestor worship, Shintoism had failed.  They sought a new faith.  
MacArthur called for the church to step in.   
 
Secularism is collapsing.  It had to.  Its bridge can’t hold.  It is in a riptide.  Where will we turn?  “We are rotting away in 
our sins.”  How shall we then live?  “Go back.”  What will capture the hearts of these millennials?  With them goes the 
country and its future. 
 
What should we do?  11 things… 

1. Perspective 
a. Secularism can’t work 

Water can rise no higher than its source.   
An amoral source will not produce a moral, just society. 

b. Secularism, or the separation of God and state, has not worked in this country.  It is caving. The only way 
secularism or a separation from God will work is if you smuggle in Christian words with no true content.  
Justice, fairness, equality, values, tolerance, love, responsibility.  After years of borrowing from 
Christianity our population has finally understood that in secularism there are no final boundaries… no 
anchors, no restrictions, and is lawless.  A country will end up violent when there is no restriction on its 
anger, it will end up immoral when there is no restriction on its lust, and it will end up suicidal and 
depressed when there is no ultimate meaning to life or hope. 

c. A polarization has occurred.  Not over social programs or no social programs, not over nukes or no 
nukes, or over wage control.  But over right and wrong.  Politics has been eaten away to assumptions.  
God and final truth, or no God and no final truth.  Liberal politics has now become the enforcement of 
sodomy and the funding of abortion and demanding in our schools “Silence!”  Politics has become Holy 
War.  Theists and secularists. 
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d. The realization has occurred that a unified, focused Christian presence can control a country’s 
leadership. 
And now the two sides are eyeing each other.  Two worldviews… one looking to the past, one looking to 
the future.  One sees Trump as our worst nightmare; one as an answered prayer. 

2. Pray:  For enlightenment or awakening. 
For repentance, “I will go home to my father” 
And a mass returning “back” to the future 

3. Have resolve. “No!  We are Christians.  We are founded on a divine revelation in theology and morality.  We will 
not bow.” 

4. Be excellent, not eccentric. 
Be better, not odd. 
“Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles…” (1 Peter 2:12 NASB) 

5. Have mercy on those doubting.  It’s easy to be nasty.   
“Seeing the people, He felt compassion for them, because they were distressed and dispirited like sheep without 
a shepherd.” (Matt. 9:36) 

6. “Engage” or cross paths with lost men and engage them in conversation. 
7. Share your faith.  Jude 1:23 says, “Save others snatching them out of the fire.” 
8. Stay together.  There’s going to be a time where we are going to be an asylum for normalcy.  We believe that 

someone made all this, He is infinite and personal, and man is in the image of God.  We believe in right and 
wrong, the Bible and salvation.  We believe in male and female, Adam and Eve.  Marriage, gender, purity, truth, 
creation, law and order, decency and morality.  The Church alone possesses the unique claim to revealed truth. 

9. Be kind.  Be nice.  “Sweetness of speech increases persuasiveness.” (Prov. 16:21) 
10. Vote.  Did you see what we did inadvertently?  We essentially turned things around through the vote in just one 

evening.  We did not allow Canaanites to govern us. 
11. Be practical.  Americans are redemptive minded.  When we came here, we saved Europe.  Then we saved 

Europe two more times.  We tried to make the world safe for democracy.  We American Christians tend to think 
the same about our faith.  But we are not going to convert this country.  But we can restrain evil enough so that 
your kids and my kids and grandkids can grow up with freedom and with liberty.   

 
In conclusion, America historically, theologically and ideologically is our country.  The Anglicans who settled Jamestown, 
the Congregationalists who settled Plymouth, the Puritans of Massachusetts, the Presbyterians, Baptists, Quakers and 
later the Methodists, those were our guys.  Secularism with all of its hydra-like heads is the new kid on the philosophic 
block.  And it is a colossal, illogical, historic failure.  When we stand as Christians, we stand for what is ours.  We are 
fighting for our country.  The Christians who came here in the 17th century were the best the Europe had.  Secularism is 
the worst that Europe has produced since.  This is our country. 
 
Let us pray. 
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